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a b s t r a c t
We review recent progress in light sensors based on solution-processed materials. Spin-coated semiconductors can readily be integrated with many substrates including as a post-process atop CMOS silicon and
ﬂexible electronics. We focus in particular on visible-, near-infrared, and short-wavelength infrared photodetectors based on size-effect-tuned semiconductor nanoparticles made using quantum-conﬁned PbS,
PbSe, Bi2S3, and In2S3. These devices have in recent years achieved room-temperature D values above
1013 Jones, while fully-depleted photodiodes based on these same materials have achieved MHz response
combined with 1012 Jones sensitivities. We discuss the nanoparticle synthesis, the materials processing,
integrability, temperature stability, physical operation, and applied performance of this class of devices.
Ó 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Materials that can absorb light where silicon does not are of
great potential interest in photodetection and imaging. Also of
interest are avenues to enhance photodetector sensitivity across
all spectral regimes including the visible: strategies include topsurface detectors having 100%-ﬁll-factor; and means of signal
ampliﬁcation within the photodetector itself, including carrier
multiplication and photoconductive gain [1,2].
These considerations motivate intense interest in new materials
and structures that expand the spectrum of absorption; minimize
the thickness of semiconductor needed to absorb light completely;
and amplify signal. Ideally, these materials should be integrable
with silicon electronics [3], or with ﬂexible substrates such as
those based on organic and polymer materials [4]. Ink-jet printing,
solution-casting, low-temperature evaporation, and layer-bylayer techniques are thus very attractive alternatives to hightemperature epitaxy [5].
Here we review recent advances in light sensing, focusing on
materials compatible with low-temperature processing and
large-area integration. We focus in particular on colloidal quantum
dots (CQDs) [6] in which nanoscale phenomena such as quantum
conﬁnement [7] play a major role. Colloidal quantum dots are
nanostructured materials synthesized and processed from solution
phase. They beneﬁt from the quantum size effect, wherein the
bandgap of the material is strongly dependent on the size of the
nanocrystals. Rapid advances in colloidal quantum dot synthesis
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and photophysics [7] have led to a high degree of control over
nanoparticle size, shape, and composition [6].
The conﬁnement of charge carriers in a colloidal quantum dot
means that they occupy discrete energy levels, like the electrons
in an atom. The strong conﬁnement experienced by the charge carriers also inﬂuences the various mechanisms that are involved in
charge transport in solids made from quantum dots, including
delocalization [8], variable-range hopping [9], slow carrier relaxation [10], and the interactions between electrons and holes
[11–15]. Multicarrier effects in nanoparticles can be exploited in
photodetection applications to achieve performance enhancements via carrier multiplication. More broadly, these effects can
provide optical gain for lasing, strong nonlinear interactions for
optical signal processing, and the possibility of enhanced light
harvesting in photovoltaics.
In this review we discuss two different types of photodetector
(photodiodes and photoconductors); and summarize the performance of solution-processed photodetectors; discuss the device
concepts, materials and physical phenomena that have underpinned these improvements in performance.

2. Quantitative progress in performance
We present in Table 1 progress in key ﬁgures of merit for solution-processed photodetectors devices (Refs. [16–32]). Both reports in which sensitivity is given, as well as those from which it
can be inferred, are included in this table.
The results in Table 1 fall into two performance classes, one
corresponding to photodiodes and the other to photoconductors.
In a photodiode the electrons and holes generated by the incoming
photons move to opposite electrical contacts (Fig. 1a), so the
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Table 1
Progress in solution-processed photodetector performance.
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Infrared D based on assumption that noise current spectral density is dominated by shot noise in the dark current. This provides a fundamental upper bound on the D
that may actually be achieved in this device.
b

Fig. 1. Photodiodes and photoconductors: charge separation mechanisms and device structures and conﬁgurations. (a) Upon light absorption, the energy of the photon is
transferred to an electron in the semiconductor, elevating it to the conduction band (upper black line) and leaving behind a hole in the valence band (lower black line). This
spatial band diagram depicts the junction between a p-type (hole-rich, left side) and n-type (electron-rich, right side) semiconductor near equilibrium. In this p–n junction
diode, the dashed line represents the Fermi level. Drift and diffusion of both electrons (ﬁlled circles) and holes (open circles) are exploited in photodiodes, Electron–hole pairs
are separated by the action of a built-in electric ﬁeld represented by the spatial bending of the bands. (b) In a photoconductor, one type of carrier is trapped while the other
circulates under the inﬂuence of an electric ﬁeld (electrons are trapped in this depiction). If the hole lifetime exceeds the time it takes for the hole to transit the device, then
the long lifetime of the trapped electrons ensures that holes can circulate through an external circuit many times, resulting in gain.

quantum efﬁciency of such devices cannot be higher than 1 (unless
effects such as avalanche or carrier multiplication are exploited).
However, photodiodes can have fast response times, less than
electron–hole recombination times, which are typically microseconds or less for the direct-gap semiconductors commonly used.
Photodiodes thus populate the higher-frequency reaches of Table 1.

Photoconductors, on the other hand, are capable of high gain
[33] because one type of charge carrier (say holes) is able to circulate through an external circuit many times before it recombines
with its opposite carrier (say electrons), which remain trapped in
the photoconductor bulk in the meantime (Fig. 1b). Table 1 lists
a number of photoconductors with responsivities in the range of
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100–1000 A/W, corresponding to gains of 100–1000. While these
high gains increase responsivity and simplify the job of any photodetector read-out circuits, they also reduce the bandwidth because
of the long circulating carrier lifetimes involved.
The performance of a photodetector can be improved, not only
by maximizing its electrical response to light, but also by minimizing the noise in its electrical output, which can obscure real signals.
One way to compare detector sensitivities is thus to examine the
signal-to-noise level at a given illumination intensity. Or, conversely, one can examine the noise-equivalent power (NEP), which
reports the optical power at which the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
is 1 (or 0 dB). This noise level is very small, corresponding in some
photodetectors to single-photon detection per integration period
[34].
The normalized detectivity D is equal to (AdB)1/2R/in (expressed
in cm Hz1/2/W or Jones) where Ad is the detector’s active area, B is
the noise measurement bandwidth, R the responsivity, and in the
noise current. D is a ﬁgure of merit that seeks to normalize for
variations in device area and speed of response, thus providing a
metric that enables comparison among different devices [35].
Table 1 shows that the best solution-processed detectors have
achieved D values of up to 5  1013, which is comparable with
the best values reported for single-crystal photodiodes. This a
remarkable achievement because single-crystal photodiodes have
beneﬁted from multiple decades of engineering, including both
materials puriﬁcation and device structure optimization, whereas
solution-processed detectors have reached similar levels of performance after just three years of development.

3. Photodiode mechanisms and performance
Photodiodes rely on the use of two media – atleast one of them
a semiconductor – in which a difference in the materials’ work
functions produces a built-in potential. An internal ﬁeld in the
semiconductor depletion region near the junction propels electrons and holes in opposite directions. In the simple case of a
fully-depleted device, high internal quantum efﬁciency is achieved
if tlife > textract, where tlife is the lifetime of excess charge carriers,
and textract = L2/lVbi is the time taken to transport them to their
respective contacts via the built-in ﬁeld. In addition, L is the contact separation, l is the mobility of the slower carrier, and Vbi is
the built-in potential across the junction [36].
In conventional crystalline semiconductors, mobilities lie in the
range 102 cm2/Vs and above: charge carriers are thus readily swept
a distance of 1 lm via a built-in potential of 1 V in times faster than
nanoseconds. This comfortably outpaces the recombination time in
both direct and indirect semiconductors. Solution-processed semiconductors have much lower mobilities – 10 5–10 3 cm2/Vs are
typical – and thus, even for a thin depletion region 100 nm thick
and a typical built-in voltage of 1 V, drift times are in the range
100 ns–10 ls. Fortunately, some of the most promising semiconductors incorporated into colloidal quantum dots used in solution-processed photodetector realization have unusually long
exciton lifetimes – greater than 1 ls [37] – that have led to excellent photodiode quantum efﬁciencies, with even the ﬁrst reports
well above 50% when absorbance was high [36,38–43]. The high
internal quantum efﬁciencies these ﬁndings entail also indicate
that – when their surfaces are well-passivated using suitablyfunctionalized ligands – colloidal quantum dot solids achieve
carrier lifetimes comparable to their exciton lifetimes: thus,
well-passivated colloidal quantum dots incorporated into densely-packed solid-state ﬁlms do not suffer from an excess of
nonradiative recombination such as that assisted by midgap recombination centers [44]. Since the absorbance of many materials is in
the 104–105 cm 1 range near the absorption onset, only reaching

106 cm 1 far above the bandgap, it is of interest to make devices
that include light-absorption moieties as thick as micrometers.
Typically, doping control in colloidal quantum dot solids has led
to devices that are fully-depleted only if their thicknesses are
100–200 nm [36]. A majority of micrometer-thick devices will in
this case be far from fully-depleted, demanding efﬁcient transport
through a quasi-neutral layer. In this case, the mechanism of minority carrier diffusion will be relied upon to convey carriers to the
edge of the depletion region to beneﬁt from electron–hole pair separation and extraction.
The diffusion lengths of excitons in organic semiconductors
have been measured, in a wide variety of materials, to be rather
short, lying in the 5–20 nm range [45]. Fortunately, in certain
colloidal quantum dots solids, minority diffusion lengths in excess
of 100 nm, and reaching as high as 200 nm, have been observed
[29,40]. It is believed that, in these works, the use of very
short, conjugated organic linkers – in this case, benzenedithiol –
facilitated interdot transport, while the thiol end functional group
ensured passivation. Minority electron mobilities of 10 3 cm2/Vs
combined with an absence of midgap traps [44] thus extended diffusion lengths into to these very attractive lengthscales for solution-cast direct-gap optoelectronic materials. There is now
widespread evidence that much higher mobilities of 10 1 cm2/Vs
and greater may be achieved in colloidal quantum dot ﬁlms [8];
once these are combined with efﬁcient passivation and excellent
ﬁlm morphology, considerable further device improvements are
within view.
One result in Table 1 stands out for its combination of excellent
sensitivity (D = 1012 Jones) and high bandwidth in the MHz range
[29]. This high, directly-measured D is all the more remarkable for
the small bandgap of the device, which provided sensitivity out to
1.6 lm. This is the wavelength of interest for night time imaging,
allowing images to be collected using only the sky’s own nightglow
[46]. High sensitivity was achieved via the joint optimization of
electron and hole transport, leading to high quantum efﬁciencies,
as well as control over ﬁlm morphology and defect passivation,
which maximized the shunt resistance and minimized dark current. The MHz temporal response was achieved through the realization of a fully-depleted device, and this bandwidth further
conﬁrms that carriers are extracted via drift in these devices on
the sub-microsecond timescale.

4. Photoconductor mechanisms and performance
Photoconductors (Fig. 1b) conduct a single carrier type, and so
are unipolar, while photodiodes extract carriers of each type. Photoconductors’ conductance increases for a duration known as the persistence time following illumination. The difference in the light
versus the dark conductance indicates the light level. If the persistence time exceeds the transit time of the ﬂowing carrier through
the device, many charges worth of current may be integrated for
each photon absorbed. The persistence is determined by the electron–hole pair recombination time, and this is prolonged with the
aid of traps (Fig. 2 and Refs. [20,23,25,26,28,47,48].). These traps
serve both to delay band-to-band recombination, and also to impede the extraction of the trapped carrier, a condition necessary
to photoconductive gain. The physical mechanisms underlying
photoconduction have been of interest in bulk materials since early
in the history of semiconductors [49,50].
The ﬁrst solution-cast optoelectronic device to outperform its
epitaxial counterparts was a photoconductive photodetector reported in 2006 [20]. A key insight leading to this advance was
the realization that excess noise could accumulate along the transport path if the interfaces between the nanoparticles making up
the semiconductor ﬁlm were randomly time-varying due to
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Fig. 2. Trap engineering in photoconductors. Traps extend the lifetime of non-circulating carriers (Fig. 1b), thereby increasing gain. The central light-blue circles represent the
colloidal quantum dot. The energy axis is represented in the vertical dimension, the spatial dimension via horizontal axes. The valence band edge spatial proﬁle is the lower
solid line, the conduction band edge spatial proﬁle the upper solid line. (a) Multiple sensitizing agents – such as native sulﬁdes, sulfates, and sulfoxides on nanoparticle
surfaces – generally result in multiple trap state lifetimes and a multi-time-constant temporal response [20]. In general photodetectors and image sensors require a single
time constant to achieve a signal-level-independent bandwidth and substantially linear response. (b) Traps on nanoparticle surfaces of a single chemical species, and thus a
single lifetime, have been implemented via advances in process engineering. A single class of chemical species, such as sulﬁtes, produces a single temporal component in the
photodetector’s response., These photodetectors offer speeds of response compatible with video-frame-rate imaging [25,26]. (c) Multi-exciton generation (MEG), leading to
enhanced Auger recombination in quantum dots in the simultaneous presence of at least two excitons, enhances the rate of capture to traps in one recent report [28].

trapping and de-trapping effects from thermally- or opticallygenerated carriers [51]. Such random events are responsible for
the observation of excessive low-frequency noise exhibiting 1/f
behavior and with time constants associated with the timescales
of these spontaneous ﬂuctuations of the barriers. This multiplicative noise, also known as transport noise, was obviated through a
processing strategy wherein pure (trap-free) colloidal quantum
dot ﬁlms were ﬁrst realized; and only once the electrical connections between adjacent nanoparticles were forged were the
remaining exposed surfaces of the nanoparticles decorated with
sensitizing centers (Fig. 2a). In this way, the modulation of carrier
transport along the conduction path by ﬂuctuating barriers was
signiﬁcantly suppressed [52].
Many advances in solution-cast photoconductor performance
have since been reported. For example, PbS nanoparticles with a
diameter of less than 3 nm can have a bandgap that is three times
that of bulk PbS, and the resulting strong quantum conﬁnement
can be exploited to achieve high-detectivity visible-wavelength
light sensing [21]. The quantum size effect affords wide spectral
tunability within a single materials system and processing architecture, enabling multispectral detectors that monolithically
integrate pixels sensitive in the visible, near-infrared, and shortwavelength infrared.
Building on a long history of studies of bulk PbS photoconduction [53], recent reports have elucidated the chemical origins of
traps having different energies, and different lifetimes, as a function of chemical species and nanoparticle size and preparation.
This enabled the implementation of a single trap state lifetime
and video-frame-rate-compatible photoconductor behavior [25].
The latter in combination with the abundance of surface traps
stemming from the high surface to volume ratio offered by the
nanostructured materials has led to dynamic range on the order
of 150 dB [21] (deﬁned as 20 log(Isat/NEI), where Isat is the intensity
at which photocurrent saturation onsets and NEI is the minimum
detectable intensity or noise-equivalent intensity), well exceeding
the requirements of the most demanding imaging applications.

5. Carrier multiplication and prospects
Conventionally, both photodiodes and photoconductors seek to
produce a maximum of signal following the generation of at most
one electron–hole pair per photon. A further, multiplicative, path

to enhanced signal generation arises if numerous photocarriers
can be generated for every photon. Carrier multiplication, known
in the colloidal quantum dot literature as multi-exciton generation
(MEG) [54], offers this possibility. Carrier multiplication has previously been observed in bulk photodetectors [55], and MEG has
been observed in colloidal quantum dots for over half a decade
[11]; however, its beneﬁts were only recently observed in the photocurrent of an operating colloidal quantum dot device [28,56,57].
Further, the energetic threshold and yield have MEG have been the
subject of debate, with variations arising as a function of spectroscopic technique and sample preparation [58–60]. Recently, a photoconductive photodetector employing colloidal quantum dots
[28] was observed to exhibit spectrally-invariant internal photoconductive gain until the onset of MEG at a photon energy equal
to slightly less than three times the quantum-conﬁned bandgap;
at higher photon energies, a steep rise in internal gain was observed. Such phenomena had previously been sought, but not seen,
in photodiodes based on similar quantum dot materials [42]. While
the Auger recombination process in the presence of multiple excitons rapidly leads to annihilation of primary photoexcitations in
photodiodes, the same process leads to efﬁcient ionization [58]
and capture to the traps that sensitize photoconductors [61]. Direct
ionization of excited photocarriers prior to MEG could in principle
also be expected to occur; however, a series of control experiments
[28] investigating the size effect and trap-depth-dependence of the
internal gain spectrum suggest that direct ionization does not play
a leading role in photoresponse. Taken in combination, these ﬁndings indicate that the carrier multiplication process occurs more
rapidly than both intersubband relaxation and direct capture of excited photocarriers to traps.

6. Conclusions
Solution-processed light sensors offer a wide suite of advantages in imaging and photodetection. The convenient integration of
light sensing materials with a variety of substrates enables
separate optimization of each function: silicon electronics, ideally
suited to volume manufacture, low-noise read-out, and a comprehensive array of analog and digital functions, can be augmented
with a 100%-ﬁll-factor, spectrally-tunable, optically dense, lowcrosstalk light sensing layer customized for efﬁcient conversion
from the optical to the electronic domain. Ever-growing dexterity
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in manipulating materials at the nanoscale – the engineering matter on the quantum and plasmonic lengthscales – provides for an
unheralded degree of customization and optimization in coming
generations of light sensing arrays.
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